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Blockchain basics: What are blockchain, virtual currencies &
cryptoassets? Key terms – what are they, what do they mean?

Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)

•

•
•

•

A list of transactions that is replicated across a
number of computers, rather than being
stored on a central server.
Enables the storage, update and validation of
information in a decentralised way.
A well-known example of DLT is blockchain,
which is the technology underlying Bitcoin.
However, DLT does not always entail the use
of crypto-assets.

Blockchain basics: What are blockchain, virtual currencies &
cryptoassets? Key terms – what are they, what do they mean?

So what is Blockchain?

• A blockchain is, in the simplest of terms,
✓ a time-stamped series of immutable records of
data
✓ that is managed by a cluster of computers
✓ not owned by any single entity.
✓ Each of these blocks of data (i.e. block) is
secured and bound to each other
✓ using cryptographic principles (i.e. chain).

Blockchain basics: What are blockchain, virtual currencies &
cryptoassets? Key terms – what are they, what do they mean?

How does Blokchain work:
• Picture a spreadsheet that is duplicated
thousands of times across a network of
computers. Then imagine that this network is
designed to regularly update this spreadsheet
and you have a basic understanding of the
blockchain.
• Information held on a blockchain exists as a
shared — and continually reconciled — database.
• The blockchain database isn’t stored in any single
location, meaning the records it keeps are truly
public and easily verifiable.
• No centralized version of this information exists
for a hacker to corrupt. Hosted by millions of
computers simultaneously, its data is accessible
to anyone on the internet.

Blockchain basics: What are blockchain, virtual currencies &
cryptoassets? Key terms – what are they, what do they mean?

Now, if you imagine DLT or Blockchain as a field, then crypto assets are one of the many trees that could
“grow” in it.

So, what exactly is a Cryptocurrency:

✓ Internet-based medium of exchange which uses cryptographical functions to conduct financial

transactions. Cryptocurrencies leverage blockchain technology to gain decentralization, transparency, and
immutability.
✓ Not controlled by any central authority
✓ Cryptocurrencies can be sent directly between two parties (P2P = peer-to-peer) via the use of private and
public keys.

Blockchain basics: What are blockchain, virtual currencies &
cryptoassets? Key terms – what are they, what do they mean?

EBA states that Crypto-asset means an asset that:

✓ depends primarily on

cryptography and distributed ledger technology (DLT) or similar technology as part
of its perceived or inherent value,
✓ is neither issued nor guaranteed by a central bank or public authority, and
✓ can be used as a means of exchange and/or for investment purposes and/or to access a good or service.

Fun fact: The term ‘crypto-asset’ has been selected by EBA in line with the approach favoured by
international standard-setting bodies such as the BCBS and the FSB.
On the other hand, FATF selects the term “Virtual Asset” and defines it as:
“A virtual asset is a digital representation of value that can be digitally traded, or transferred, and can be
used for payment or investment purposes. Virtual assets do not include digital representations of fiat
currencies, securities and other financial assets that are already covered elsewhere in the FATF
Recommendations.”

Blockchain basics: What are blockchain, virtual currencies &
cryptoassets? Key terms – what are they, what do they mean?

How are coins created and transactions
confirmed:

✓A
✓
✓
✓
✓
Source: https://blockgeeks.com/guides/what-is-blockchain-technology/

cryptocurrency like Bitcoin consists of a
network of peers.
Every peer has a record of the complete history
of all transactions.
A transaction is a file that says, “Bob gives X
Bitcoin to Alice“ and is signed by Bob‘s private
key.
After signed, a transaction is broadcasted in the
network, sent from one peer to every other peer.
The transaction is known almost immediately by
the whole network.
After a transaction is confirmed by a miner, every
node has to add it to its database. It has become
part of the blockchain.

Blockchain basics: What are blockchain, virtual currencies &
cryptoassets? Key terms – what are they, what do they mean?

Where are crypto-assets saved?

• Digital crypto-asset wallets are used:
✓ to store public and private keys and
✓ to interact with DLTs with a view to allowing users to send
•
•

•
•
•
✓

✓

and receive crypto-assets and monitor their balances.
Crypto-asset wallets come in different forms.
DLT networks typically provide their own wallet functions,
for example, Bitcoin Core for Bitcoin or Mist Browser for
Ethereum.
There are also specialized wallet providers.
Some wallet providers, so-called custodial wallet providers,
not only provide wallets to their clients but also hold their
crypto-assets (i.e., their private keys) on their behalf.
Two main options for storing:
Store with third-party service provider – HOSTED WALLET
(online wallets or exchanges e.g. Coinbase, Kraken etc)
Store on your own in local wallet – UNHOSTED WALLET (ie
paper wallet, Ledger, Trezor, etc).

“TAXONOMY” OF CRYPTO-ASSETS
- UNDERSTAND THE WAYS THAT
CAN BE CLASSIFIED
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“Taxonomy” of crypto-assets - Understand ways that they can be
classified

A wide range of crypto-assets exist

The use of crypto-assets, which depend primarily on cryptography and distributed ledger technology (DLT), has evolved
rapidly in the last couple of years.

Today their use extends well beyond tokens for payment-type purposes.

Sometimes crypto-assets can have characteristics that enable their use for more than one purpose (means of
exchange, investment, and access) at any single point in the lifecycle of the asset, and some have characteristics that
change during the course of the lifecycle.
At present there is no common taxonomy of crypto-assets in use by international standard-setting bodies. However,
generally speaking, a basic taxonomy of crypto-assets comprises three main categories of crypto-asset:
1. Payment/exchange/currency tokens,
2.
Investment tokens,
3. Utility tokens

“Taxonomy” of crypto-assets - Understand ways that they can be
classified
Basic taxonomy of crypto-assets
1. Payment/exchange/currency tokens
✓ Often referred to as VCs or cryptocurrencies.
✓ Typically do not provide rights (as is the case for investment or utility tokens) but are used as a means of exchange (e.g. to enable the buying or selling of a
good provided by someone other than the issuer of the token) or for investment purposes or for the storage of value. Examples include Bitcoin and Litecoin.
✓ ‘Stablecoins’ are a relatively new form of payment/exchange token that is typically asset-backed (by physical collateral or crypto-assets) or is in the form of an
algorithmic stablecoin (with algorithms being used as a way to stabilise volatility in the value of the token).
2. Investment tokens
✓ Typically provide rights (e.g. in the form of ownership rights and/or entitlements similar to dividends). For example, in the context of capital raising, asset tokens
may be issued in the context of an ICO which allows businesses to raise capital for their projects by issuing digital tokens in exchange for fiat money or other
crypto-assets. Examples include Bankera.

3. Utility tokens
✓ Typically enable access to a specific product or service often provided using a DLT platform but are
✓ not accepted as a means of payment for other products or services. For example, in the context of cloud services, a token may be issued to facilitate access.

❖ However, there is a wide variety of crypto-assets some of which have features spanning more than one of the categories identified above. For example, Ether has
the features of an asset token but is also accepted by some persons as a means of exchange for goods external to the Ethereum blockchain, and as a utility in
granting holders access to the computation power of the Ethereum Virtual Machine.

TRENDS IN USE OF VAS FOR ML/TF
PURPOSES/ REGULATORY ISSUES /
FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING.
KEY ACTORS (INTERNATIONAL BODIES
AND EUROPE) APPROACH
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Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes - How can
criminals misuse virtual assets?
The majority of VA-related offences focused on predicate
or ML offences, but criminals do make use of VAs to:
➢ evade financial sanctions and
➢ to raise funds to support terrorism.
➢ To sell of controlled substances and other illegal items
(including firearms),
➢ fraud,
➢ tax evasion,
➢ computer crimes (e.g. cyberattacks resulting in thefts),
➢ child exploitation,
➢ human trafficking,
➢ sanctions evasion.

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

" While crypto-assets do not pose a threat to global financial stability at this point, we
remain vigilant to risks, including those related to consumer and investor protection,
anti-money laundering and countering the financing of terrorism.”
G20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors Meeting, Fukuoka, Japan, June 9,
2019
The New Guidance and Interpretation from the leading international body (FATF-GATI) that were
released in June 2019, regarding virtual assets and virtual asset service providers (VASPs), have
become the international standard.

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

FATF’s Recommendation 15 with regards to New Technologies, clearly states that:

“Countries and financial institutions should identify and assess the money laundering or terrorist financing risks
that may arise in relation to:
(a) the development of new products and new business practices, including new delivery mechanisms, and
(b) the use of new or developing technologies for both new and pre-existing products.
In the case of financial institutions, such a risk assessment should take place prior to the launch of the new
products, business practices or the use of new or developing technologies.
They should take appropriate measures to manage and mitigate those risks. To manage and mitigate the risks
emerging from virtual assets, countries should ensure that virtual asset service providers are regulated for
AML/CFT purposes, and licensed or registered and subject to effective systems for monitoring and
ensuring compliance with the relevant measures called for in the FATF Recommendations.”

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

Moreover, in the Interpretive Note to FATF Recommendation 15, it is stated that for the purposes of applying the FATF
Recommendations, countries should consider virtual assets as “property,” “proceeds,” “funds”, “funds or other assets,” or
other “corresponding value”. Countries should apply the relevant measures under the FATF Recommendations to virtual
assets and virtual asset service providers (VASPs).
In addition to the above, in paragraph 7 of the Annex A in the Guidance it is stated that:
“7. With respect to preventive measures, the requirements set out in Recommendations 10 to 21 apply to VASPs, subject to
the following qualifications:
(a) R.10 – The occasional transactions designated threshold above which VASPs are required to conduct CDD is USD/EUR 1
000.
(b) R.16 – Countries should ensure that originating VASPs obtain and hold required and accurate originator information and
required beneficiary information on virtual asset transfers, submit the above information to the beneficiary VASP or financial
institution (if any) immediately and securely, and make it available on request to appropriate authorities. Countries should
ensure that beneficiary VASPs obtain and hold required originator information and required and accurate
beneficiary information on virtual asset transfers, and make it available on request to appropriate authorities. Other
requirements of R.16 (including monitoring of the availability of information, and taking freezing action and prohibiting
transactions with designated persons and entities) apply on the same basis as set out in R.16. The same obligations apply to
financial institutions when sending or receiving virtual asset transfers on behalf of a customer” This is also called the Travel
Rule.

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

EU has taken into account the FATF Recommendations and tried to reflect those in the 5th EU AML
Directive. Based on the analysis conducted by the EBA, divergent approaches to the regulation of these activities
are emerging across the EU.
The Commission, in its 2019 Supranational Risk Assessment, points to evidence that perpetrators use unregulated
systems to transfer value anonymously and across borders.
The Commission consequently assessed the ML/TF risk associated with virtual assets as significant.
The European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) , in their 2019 Joint Opinion on the risks of ML/TF affecting the EU’s
financial sector, found that most competent authorities consider that virtual assets give rise to significant ML/TF risks,
in part because many providers continue to operate outside a common EU AML/CFT legal framework.

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

Article 1 of Directive (EU) 2018/843 brings into the scope of the AMLD providers engaged in
exchange services between virtual currencies and fiat funds, and providers of virtual currency,
as well as custodian wallet providers.
These providers are now listed among the ‘obliged entities’ within the scope of the AMLD.

The FATF has since adopted a definition of ‘virtual asset service providers’ (VASPs), which is broader
than the 5AMLD’s list of providers and includes any natural or legal person who, as a business,
conducts one or more of the following activities or operations for or on behalf of another natural or
legal person:
• exchange between virtual assets and fiat currencies;
• exchange between one or more other forms of virtual assets;
• transfer of virtual assets;
• safekeeping or administration of virtual assets or instruments enabling control over virtual
assets; and
• participation in and provision of financial services relating to an issuer’s offer and/or sale of a
virtual asset.

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

This means that Union law is currently not in line with the FATF’s Standards as the AMLD’s scope is more limited.
Moreover in the absence of an EU‐wide approach, there are indications that Member States, in anticipation of a forthcoming
FATF Mutual Evaluation or to attract VASP business, have adopted their own VASP AML/CFT and wider regulatory
regimes. As these regimes are not consistent, this creates confusion for consumers and market participants, undermines the
level playing field and may lead to regulatory arbitrage. This exposes the EU’s financial sector to ML/TF risk.
This is expected to change very soon.
The EBA, in its 2019 Report with advice for the European Commission on crypto‐assets, recommended that the European
Commission have regard to the FATF recommendations and any further standards or guidance issued by the FATF as part of
a holistic review of the need, if any, for action at the EU level to address issues relating to crypto‐assets.
In particular, the EBA noted that any wider assessment by the Commission of any extension to the EU regulatory perimeter
with regard to crypto‐asset activities (e.g. in terms of the establishment of new authorization/license or registration
requirements from a prudential/conduct of business perspective) should include a consideration of the
implementation of the FATF recommendations, which require a licensing or registration scheme to be in place
for the categories of VASP identified in the previous slide.

Trends in use of VAs for ML/TF purposes/ Regulatory Issues / Framework for
understanding. Key actors (International Bodies and Europe) approach

Moreover, FATF expects Virtual asset service providers to:
• Implement the same preventive measures as financial institutions, including:
✓ customer due diligence,
✓ record keeping and
✓ reporting of suspicious transactions
• Obtain, hold and security transmit originator and beneficiary information
when making transfers
It is also expected that VASPs should:
• be subject to strong organisational requirements.
• Their managers and main shareholders. should be fit and proper for the
purpose of anti-money laundering and combatting the financing of
terrorism
• employ management and staff with adequate skills, knowledge and expertise
and
• take all reasonable steps to perform their functions, including through the
preparation of a business continuity plan.
• have sound internal control and risk assessment mechanisms as well as
adequate systems and procedures to ensure integrity and confidentiality of
information received
• have appropriate arrangements to keep records of all transactions, orders
and services related to crypto-assets that they provide.
• have systems in place to detect potential market abuse committed by clients.
Taking the above into consideration, and noting of the EBA’s position, as well as
the forthcoming changes in the sector by Commission, our policy, among others,
gives more gravity to the FATF Recommendations and guidelines, being a more
effective tool for tackling respective AML risks.

WHAT SHOULD A VASPS & VA AML
POLICY INCLUDE, AS A MINIMUM
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What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

➢ The right policy sets out the Compliance
and AML requirements in line with relevant
legislative regulatory framework;

➢ The policy needs to be adhered to at all
times;

➢ It sets forth the AML and KYC principles to

be applied whilst approaching and
analysing potential clients and during
acceptance;

➢ Utilises the company’s risk based approach
and adds the peculiarities of this line of
business.

What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

IN A NUTSHELL – what a servicing company needs to ensure about its VASP
client:
➢ That the entity is indeed a VASP;
➢ Licensed or registered in a compliant FATF jurisdiction;
➢ The jurisdiction has enacted the respective recommendations of FATF and/or the provisions of the 5th AMLD into
➢
➢

➢
➢
➢
➢

their AML law;
The VASP is supervised or monitored by national competent authorities, which are in line with FATF
Recommendations and/or the provisions of the 5th AMLD;
VASP assesses and mitigates the AML/CFT risks (CDD, record keeping, SARs, transactions/sanctions screening,
etc.);
Due diligence is performed during the establishment of the relationship and when transactions over a defined
threshold occur;
VASP holds & transmits information on the originator and beneficiary of a transaction;
VASP ensures that data is transmitted “immediately” and “securely”;
VASP can freeze crypto wallet or exchange accounts for sanctioned individuals.

What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

➢
✓

Main Areas to Focus When Accepting a VASP

✓
✓

Safekeeping of participant assets, including custody arrangements;

✓

Transparency of operations;

✓

Market integrity, including the rules governing trading on the CTP (or VASP), and how those rules are monitored and
enforced;

✓

Price discovery mechanisms;

✓
✓

Technology, including resiliency and cyber security;

Access and on-boarding;

Identification and management of conflicts of interest;

Risks associated with types of virtual assets offered, the background and related knowledge of the senior management, the
jurisdiction that the VASP is licensed/registered and supervised, the clientele and the volumes of the VASP, as well as
governance and internal controls in place.

What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

Compliance and AML Requirements for VASPs:
Duel Diligence

✓ Risk Classification – HIGH
✓ DD – Enhanced
✓ Management approval should be obtained
✓ MCC - 6051

Documentation

✓ Company’s Application Form/AML
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Questionnaire (includes all documentation
normally requested);
Organisational Structure Charts (internal and
external);
Processing history – no startups;
AML/CFT policy including CDD programme
description;;
Information security, incident response
procedure and access control policies;
Automated Technology Solution for
Transaction Monitoring;
Internal risk Assessment Report
External Assessment Report

What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

➢ External Assessment Report
Prior to onboarding the merchant should submit an assessment report performed by a reputable, internationally
accredited independent audit/assessment firm resulting in a qualified/assurance opinion covering the following:

✓

Compliance of the AML/CFT policy and procedures framework with applicable laws and regulations;

✓

Effectiveness of AML/CFT policy and procedure framework given the risk profile of the envisioned product;

✓

Sufficiency of resources and organization structure to support AML/CFT policy framework;

✓

The use of automated technology solution and its effectiveness;

✓

Risk Assessment reflective of the levels of risks associated with the product and clientele;

✓

Validation of risk of virtual currencies offered on the exchange platform.

✓

Proposed improvements (if any).

What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

Typically Blocked Virtual Assets:
All anonymity-enhanced cryptocurrency (AEC) or
Privacy Coins: Coins or stablecoins that encrypt
their transactions using zero-knowledge proofs or
similar private technology and/or favor anonymity

What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

➢

Website Compliance Guidelines

✓
✓

Located: Imprint/Footer;

✓

Website/URL is operated by Company´s name with the registered address, under the laws of Country, which has an agreement with xxx N.V for
its license. XXX, registration Number is XXX and its registered address is at XXX.

✓

Full address of contracting party must be visible, and a contact point must be provided (e-mail or tel. number)

✓

Complete description of the goods and services offered;

✓

Data/transaction security and confidentiality obligation – ensures confidential handling of all the customer data and what measures are applied
(i.e. SSL encryption);

✓

Refund/cancelation process – description + T&Cs + escalation route and process followed;

✓

Integration of VISA and MASTERCARD logos – on payment page an and integrated in appropriate form;

✓

Transaction receipt with unequivocal transaction identifier;

✓

All available virtual currencies should be displayed on the website;

✓

AML/CFT Policy accessible for the users.

Full company name an contact information must be present and identifiable for the users;

What should a VASPs & VA AML policy include, as a minimum

➢

Prohibited Virtual Assets Activities

✓
✓

Sending and/or receiving virtual assets to unhosted wallets;

✓

Paying with virtual assets for any goods or services (without using a licensed VASP);

✓

Involvement in any activity related to ICO (Initial Coin Offering) or STO (Secured Token Offering);

✓

Using virtual assets as collateral to loans;

✓

Any type of transaction that does not have a clear audit trail;

✓

Any type of transaction that includes “tainted funds” or Mixers/Tumblers;

✓

Any type of transaction that includes anonymity-enhanced cryptocurrency (AEC) or privacy coins;

✓

Collaboration with any unregistered and/or unlicensed merchants using virtual assets or unregistered and/or unlicensed VASPs;

✓

Trading with decentralized or anonymous exchanges or currencies;

✓

Provision of services related to virtual assets to any legal or natural entity which is under UN, OFAC, or EU sanctions; and

✓

Provision of services related to virtual assets to any legal or natural person which is located in a high-risk country

Appointing any related third party to access the user's wallet;

RED FLAG INDICATORS AND
REAL-LIFE CASES
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Red flag indicators and real-life cases

While VAs are still not widely used by the public, their use has
caught on among criminals.

The use of VAs for ML purposes first emerged over a decade
ago, but VAs are becoming increasingly mainstream for
criminal activity more broadly.
This set of indicators, proposed by FATF, demonstrate how
red flags traditionally associated with transactions involving
more conventional means of payment remain relevant to
detecting potential illicit activity related to VAs. The indicators
are separated in:
✓

Merchants/Clients;

✓

Transactions;

✓

Transaction Patterns;

✓

Related to Anonymity;

✓

About Senders and Recipients

✓

Source of Funds or Source of Wealth

✓

Related to Geographical Risks

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Red Flag Indicators – Merchant/ Clients
➢ Merchants providing any unique features such as embedded mixers or tumblers;
➢ Merchants exposed to Internet Protocol (IP) anonymizers (TOR/I2P);

➢ Merchants without any parameters or measures in place that may potentially lower the exposure
to risk such as limitations on transactions or account balance;

➢ Absence of technological tools for transaction monitoring;

➢ Background of individuals involved in the management of the merchant is not consistent with
the duties of their position.

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Red Flag Indicators – Transactions
➢

Structuring VA transactions (e.g. exchange or transfer) in small amounts, or in amounts under record-keeping or reporting thresholds;

➢ Making multiple high-value transactions:
• in short succession, such as within a 24-hour period;
• in a staggered and regular pattern, with no further transactions recorded during a long period afterwards, which is particularly common in
•

ransomware-related cases; or
to a newly created or to a previously inactive account.

➢

Transferring VAs immediately to multiple VASPs, especially to VASPs registered or operated in another jurisdiction where:
• there is no relation to where the customer lives or conducts business; or
• there is non-existent or weak AML/CFT regulation

➢

Depositing VAs at an exchange and then often immediately:
• withdrawing the VAs without additional exchange activity to other VAs, which is an unnecessary step and incurs transaction fees;
• converting the VAs to multiple types of VAs, again incurring additional transaction fees, but without logical business explanation (e.g.
portfolio diversification); or
• withdrawing the VAs from a VASP immediately to a private wallet. This effectively turns the exchange/VASP into a ML mixer.

➢ Accepting funds suspected as stolen or fraudulent:
• depositing funds from VA addresses that have
funds.

been identified as holding stolen funds, or VA addresses linked to the holders of stolen

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Red Flag Indicators – Related to Anonymity:
•

Transactions by a customer involving more than one type of VA, despite additional transaction fees, and especially those
VAs that provide higher anonymity, such as anonymity-enhanced cryptocurrency (AEC) or privacy coins.

• End-users or merchants that operate as an unregistered/unlicensed VASP on peer-to-peer (P2P) exchange websites,
particularly when there are concerns that the end-user or merchant handles huge amount of VA transfers on its customer’s
behalf, and charge higher fees to its customer than transmission services offered by other exchanges. Use of bank accounts
to facilitate these P2P transactions.

•

Abnormal transactional activity (level and volume) of VAs cashed out at exchanges from P2P platform-associated wallets
with no logical business explanation.

• Funds deposited or withdrawn from a VA address or wallet with direct and indirect exposure links to known suspicious

sources, including darknet marketplaces, mixing/tumbling services, questionable gambling sites, illegal activities (e.g.
ransomware) and/or theft reports.

• A large number of seemingly unrelated VA wallets controlled from the same IP-address (or MAC-address), which may
involve the use of shell wallets registered to different users to conceal their relation to each other.

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Red Flag Indicators – Senders or Recipients:
Indicators relevant to the profile and unusual behavior of either the sender or the recipient of illicit transactions:

➢
•
•

During account creation

•

Trying to open an account frequently within the same VASP from the same IP address;

Creating separate accounts under different names to circumvent restrictions on trading or withdrawal limits imposed by VASPs;
Transactions initiated from non-trusted IP addresses, IP addresses from sanctioned jurisdictions, or IP addresses previously flagged as suspicious;

Regarding merchants/corporate users, their Internet domain registrations are in a different jurisdiction than their jurisdiction of establishment or in a jurisdiction
with a weak process for domain registration.

➢
•

During CDD process

•
•

Sender / recipient lacking knowledge or providing inaccurate information about the transaction, the source of funds, or the relationship with the counterparty;

Incomplete or insufficient KYC information, or a customer declines requests for KYC documents or inquiries regarding source of funds;

Customer has provided forged documents or has edited photographs and/or identification documents as part of the on-boarding process.

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Red Flag Indicators – End User’s profile:
Indicators relevant to the profile and unusual behavior of either the sender or the recipient of illicit
transactions:

•

The end-user provides identification or account credentials (e.g. a non-standard IP address, or flash
cookies) shared by another account;

•

Discrepancies arise between IP addresses associated with the end-user’s profile and the IP addresses
from which transactions are being initiated;

•

The end-user’s VA address appears on public forums associated with illegal activity;

•

The end-user is known via publicly available information to law enforcement due to previous criminal
association.

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Red Flag Indicators – Source of Funds or Wealth:
•

Transacting with VA addresses or bank cards that are connected to known fraud, extortion, or ransomware schemes, sanctioned
addresses, darknet marketplaces, or other illicit websites.

•
•

VA transactions originating from or destined to online gambling services.

•

Deposits into an account or a VA address are significantly higher than ordinary with an unknown source of funds, followed by
conversion to fiat currency, which may indicate theft of funds.

•

Lack of transparency or insufficient information on the origin and owners of the funds, such as those involving the use of shell
companies or those funds placed in an Initial Coin Offering (ICO) where personal data of investors may not be available or incoming
transactions from online payments system through credit/pre-paid cards followed by instant withdrawal.

•

An end-user’s funds which are sourced directly from third-party mixing services or wallet tumblers.

•

Bulk of an end-user’s source of wealth is derived from investments in VAs, ICOs, or fraudulent ICOs, etc.

•

An end-user’s source of wealth is disproportionately drawn from VAs originating from other VASPs that lack AML/CFT controls.

The use of one or multiple credit and/or debit cards that are linked to a VA wallet to withdraw large amounts of fiat currency (cryptoto-plastic), or funds for purchasing VAs are sourced from cash deposits into credit cards.

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Red Flag Indicators – Geographical Risks:
Criminals taken advantage of the varying stages of implementation by jurisdictions on the revised FATF Standards on
VAs and VASPs. They exploit the gaps in AML/CFT regimes on VAs and VASPs by moving their illicit funds to VASPs
domiciled or operated in jurisdictions with non-existent or minimal AML/CFT regulations on VAs and VASPs.

•

End-user’s funds originate from, or are sent to, an exchange that is not registered in the jurisdiction where either
the end-user or exchange is located;

•

End-user utilizes a VA exchange or foreign-located MVTS (Money Value Transfer Services) in a high-risk jurisdiction
lacking, or known to have inadequate, AML/CFT regulations for VA entities, including inadequate CDD or KYC
measures;

•

End-user sends funds to VASPs operating in jurisdictions that have no VA regulation, or have not implemented
AML/CFT controls;

•

End-user sets up offices in or moves offices to jurisdictions that have no regulation or have not implemented
regulations governing VAs, or sets up new offices in jurisdictions where there is no clear business rationale to do
so.

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Non-Acceptable Jurisdictions:
• High Risk Third Countries (European Commission)
•

EU List of Non-Cooperative Jurisdictions for Tax Purposes

•

List of Countries where Virtual Assets are Banned in 2020

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Case Study 1 – Multiple Immediate Transfers of Large
Amounts of Vas to Overseas VASPs:
Transaction: Purchase of large amounts of VAs by various individuals their subsequent immediate transfers to VASPs in a foreign jurisdiction:
Red Flags:
1 – Same residential address – VA addresses accessed from the same IP address;
2 - Multiple layering of the fiat funds was arranged prior to the VA purchase by mules;
3 - To disguise the funds’ origin, cash was first deposited into various accounts at different FIs across the jurisdiction;

4 - Funds transferred to various accounts held in the name of entities registered in the jurisdiction;
5 – Electronic payments into the accounts in smaller amounts;
6 – Funds were transferred to another group of accounts before reaching the mules’ accounts held with local VASPs.
7 – Vas were immediately purchased and transferred to foreign VAPs.

Source: South Africa – Transfer of circa USD 108MM

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Case Study 2 – Multiple VAs and Multiple Transfers to
Foreign VASPs
Exchange of proceeds of Phishing activity into VAs as a layering technique
Red Flags:
1 – Multiple high-value transaction transfer to a foreign VASP into one single wallet;
2 – Funds in FIAT currency were exchanged to 3 different types of Vas;
3 – Funds were then deposited to the suspect’s VA wallet held with local VASP;
4 – Attempt to obfuscate the source of funds by transferring funds 55 times through 48 accounts held in different local VASPs;
5 – Transfer to a VA wallet located abroad.
Source: South Korea – Transfer of circa EUR 301K

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Case Study 3 – Refusal to Provide Information on Source of Funds
• An FI (bank) filed an STR concerning an account of a local company that held funds generated
by the sale of coupons that can be traded with a product (bioplastics in this case).

• The funds were deposited by both natural and legal persons, with some originally in VAs.
• Despite further inquiries by the bank, representatives of the account holder did not provide
information on the origins of the funds.

• Subsequent analysis by the authorities indicated that the funds sent by the company showed
links with subjects connected to organised crime and with funds received from a fraudulent
project.

Source: Italy

Red flag indicators and real-life cases

Case Study 4 – Customer Profile not Matching Activities
• High value of VA trading that began when the account at the exchanger was opened. Specifically, the account holder had
been carrying out various VA buying and selling transactions for over EUR 180 000 – which did not match the profile of the
account holder (including occupation and salary).

• Analysis found that the VAs were subsequently used for (i) transactions on a darknet market; (ii) online betting; (iii)

transactions with VASPs that did not have adequate AML/CFT controls or that were under previous ML investigations
involving millions of dollars; (iv) operations on platforms that offered peer-to-peer transactions of VAs; and (v) “mixing”.

• The account holder had also made use of a variety of different means (e.g. money transfer, online banking, and prepaid

cards) to move a consistent amount of funds out of his account in the same time frame. The funds received by the account
holder appeared to come from a network of individuals who bought VAs (Bitcoin) in cash and were located in different
jurisdictions in Asia and Europe (including Italy), both via money transfer and the banking system.

•

He also received funds on his prepaid cards from subjects in Africa and the Middle East, who in turn collected funds from
fellow citizens residing in Italy and abroad. These funds were then used for cross-border transfers and online gambling, and
were withdrawn in cash from ATMs in Italy.

Source: Italy

Recommended Reading and UNic courses
FATF


FATF - Virtual Assets:



12 M onth Review - Revised FATF Standards on Virtual Assets and
VASPs [July 2020]



FATF Guidance for a Risk-Based Approach to Virtual Assets and
Virtual Asset Service Providers [June 2019]



Virtual Assets Red Flag Indicators of M oney Laundering and
Terrorist Financing [September 2020]



The FATF Standards: FATF Recommendations [amended June
2019]



FATF Methodology for assessing compliance with the FATF
Recommendations and the effectiveness of AM L/CFT systems



FATF Report to G20 on So-Called Stablecoins [June 2020]



M oney laundering risks from “stablecoins” and other emerging
assets

All can be found at https://www.fatfgafi.org/publications/virtualassets/documents/virtualassets.html?hf=10&b=0&s=desc(fatf_releasedate)

University of Nicosia


Free M OOC - Introduction to Digital Currencies https://www.unic.ac.cy/blockchain/free-mooc/#tabcourseoverview



Blockchain Regulatory Academy https://www.unic.ac.cy/blockchain/u-blockchain-regulatoryacademy/



Blockchain Law, Regulation and Policy (Professional Certificate
Course) - https://www.unic.ac.cy/blockchain/u-blockchainlaw-regulation-and-policy/

Thank you

